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1. Let £ be a locally compact space which can be expressed as the union of an increasing
sequence of compact subsets Kn (n = 1, 2, . . . ) and let n be a positive Radon measure on E.
n is the space of equivalence classes of locally integrable functions on E. We denote the
equivalence class of a function/by/and if/ is an equivalence class then/denotes any function
belonging t o / . Provided with the topology defined by the sequence of seminorms

-Jj/I<fo
Cl is a Frechet space. The dual of fi is the space O of equivalence classes of measurable, p.p.
bounded functions vanishing outside a compact subset of E. For a subset T of Q, the collec-
tion A of all/eft , such that for each ^ e T the product fg is integrable, is called a Kothe space
and F is said to be the denning set of A. The Kothe space Ax which has A as a denning set is
called the associated Kothe space of A. A and A x are put into duality by the bilinear form

= \fgdn

If g is a non-negative locally integrable function, L\ denotes the Kothe space having $ alone
as its defining set and Lf denotes the associated Kothe space of L\.

2. In [2], the topological properties of the dual pair <A, Ax > are obtained from those of the
pair <Lg, L">. However, [2] has a slight error in the following statements.

(i) /belongs to L\ if and only if/Xx is gcfyz-integrable and (/XB)A eft;
(ii) /! belongs to Lf if and only if h\g is p.p. bounded on A with respect to g d\k and (/JXB) A e O.
Here A = {x: xeE, g(x) > 0}, B = E—A and XA> XB a r e the characteristic functions of A,

B respectively.
In [7], we pointed out this error and observed that it invalidated some proofs in [2]. We

then introduced the spaces fij and 2f. Although these spaces serve the purpose of showing that
all results in [2] are valid if in the modified proofs we use the pair <fij, fi™> instead of the pair
<LB

1, L">, the construction of the spaces £^ and fi™ is rather artificial because these spaces are
not, strictly speaking, Kothe spaces. Recently, S. Goes and R. Welland [3] gave a " correct
characterization " of L\ and L™ and showed that with it the proofs in [2] go through, essentially
unchanged.

3. The purpose of this note is to give a basically different proof of the correct characteriza-
tion of L\ and Lf. It seems to us that our proof is perhaps simpler than the proof given in
[3]. Besides, in the course of the proof we obtain an additional property of the space L\.
From this property one can see quite clearly that the duality of the pair <L^, L™> is a combina-
tion of the duality of the pair <fi, O> and the duality of the pair (L\E, g dp), L°°(£,:
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PROPOSITION 1. Provided with the topology defined by the countable system of seminorms

NJJ) = \\f\gdfi, Nn{f) = f |/|dfi (n = 1,2,... JeL%

L\ is a Frichet space whose dual can be identified with <b+§U°{E, dfi), where §U°(E, dfi) =

The canonical bilinear form is

</,£> = \fh dfi (/<= L\, H e O+<?L°°(£, dfi)).

Proof. Let (/„) be a Cauchy sequence in L\. Then (/„) is a Cauchy sequence of the
Frichet space fl and hence has a limit foeCl. By the diagonal process we can extract from
(/„) a subsequence, still denoted by (/„), converging to f0 p.p. with respect to dfi on each Kn.
Thus (/„) converges to f0 p.p. with respect to dfi (and a fortiori with respect to g dfi) on E.
On the other hand, since J |/m—/„ | gdfi tends to 0 as m, n tend to oo, and Ll(E, gdfi) is
complete, there exists a function/o such that J |/n—/<5 | gdfi tends to 0 as n tends to oo. Since
we can extract from (/„) a subsequence converging to/o p.p. with respect to g dfi, it is not diffi-
cult to see that/0 =/o p.p. with respect to g dfi. Therefore J |/n —f0 \ g dfi approaches 0 as n
tends to oo. Thus/0 is the limit of the Cauchy sequence (/„).

Let <p(E) be the space of all continuous functions on E having compact support. When
provided with the topology defined by the seminorm

(fe<P(E)),

the dual of <p(E) is [L}{E, g dfi)]' because <p(E) is dense in L}{E, g dfi). When provided with the
topology defined by the sequence of seminorms

- / .
Nn(f) = J^ | / | dfi (n = 1,2,...; fe<p(E)),

the dual of cp(E) is <5> because q>(E) is dense in £2. Hence, when provided with the topology
defined by Ng together with Nn (n = 1, 2,. . .) , the dual of <p(E) is [L\E, gdfi)]'+<t>, the last
topology of (p(E) being the projective limit of the first two topologies. (For details of the
proof of this assertion, we refer the reader to [[5], p. 292], proof of Proposition (3).) It is easy
to see that the dual of L\ is the same as that of <p(E). Thus we only need to show that the
dual [L\E, gdfi)]' of L\E,gdfi) can be identified with §U°(E, dfi). There are two ways of
showing this.

First Method. The dual of Ll(E, g dfi) is L°°(£, gdfi). Since we want to take the canonical
bilinear form as an integral with respect to dfi instead of gdfi, we have to use (jlfifi, g dfi) as
dual. It is not difficult to see that a subset of A = {x: xeE, g(x) > 0} has measure 0 with
respect to g dfi if and only if it has measure 0 with respect to dfi. From this it follows that
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Second Method. We denote the equivalence class with respect to gdfi of a function h
by fi. It is clear that each element of §L™(E, dfi) generates a continuous linear form on
Ll{E,gdjj). On the other hand, given any continuous linear form F on Ll(E, gdfi), there
exists h~ such that for each/eZ^CE, g d/i) the product fh is g d^-integrable ([1], p. 85) and

Hi) = \fhg dn = [{g h)fdfi ( /e L1 (£, g dfi)).

Now, for any JCBLX(E, dy), define

/(x) = 0 (xeB),

= k(x)lg(x) (xeA).

Then JeLl(E,gdfi). Therefore fh is g cfyi-integrable, i.e. kh%A is <//i-integrable. Since this is
true for every keL\E, dn), {hxAY eL^E, dfi) ([1], p. 85). Hence (ghy eQL^E, dpi). We
have thus proved that the dual of Ll(E, g dp) can be identified with §Lm(E, dp).

PROPOSITION 2. The associated Kothe space Lf of Lx
g is equal to its dual <$> + §L'*(E, dfi).

Proof. It is clear that fc + ̂ L0 0^ , dfi)cLf. Conversely, let/! e L%. Foreachn = 1, 2, . . . ,
define

hn(x) = h(x) (\h(x)\<n,xeKn),

= 0 (xtKn).

Then Ln\j^*\fhndn {JeVg) is a continuous linear form on L\ because |J/Anc/|i| ^n
On the other hand,//!,, tends to fh everywhere as n tends to oo, \fhn\ ^ \fh\ and fh is dfi-
integrable. Therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, $fhndn tends to
\fhd\i as n tends to oo. Since L\ is a Frechet space, by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem
(Cf. e.g. [[4], p. 69]), L: / -> \fh d\i is also a continuous linear form on L\ and fi e <J>+§LX{E, dp),
Thus Lg

0 = ®+{jL'o(E,dii).

NOTE. The technique we use here is quite standard in the theory of Kothe spaces and this
is the reason for our including the second method in the proof of Proposition 1. Before
Kothe and Toeplitz introduced their perfect sequence spaces in 1934 [6], Banach ([1], p. 85) had
used this technique to show that [L\E, dp)]x = L m(E, dp). (It is obvious that (L00)x = Ll.)

The original version of the second method in the proof of Proposition 1 was criticized
by the referee as confusing. I am grateful to the referee for this helpful criticism.
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